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Autoimmune pancreatitis
Petr Ditea, Hana Nechutovab,c, Magdalena Uvirovad, Jana Dvorackovaa,e, Bohuslav Kianickab, Arnost Martineka

Introduction. Autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) is the specific type of chronic pancreatitis due to autoimmune back-
ground and mechanism.
Characteristics.  The main clinical symptoms of AIP are obstructive jaundice and abdominal discomfort. The typical 
histological findings are lymphocytes and IgG4 plasma cells  infiltration, fibrosis and venulitis within pancreatic gland. 
Plasma level of IgG4 is usually extremely high.
Objectives. Diagnosis: High level IgG4 positive plasma cells in serum, lymphoplasmatic infiltration found on histologi-
cal staining of pancreatic tissue, “sausage-like“ pancreas in ultrasound and CT scans, and response to steroid therapy 
are crucial for making of diagnosis.
Classification of AIP: AIP can be classified into two subtypes. Type 1 was recognized as the pancreatic manifestation of 
multiorgan disorder, called IgG4 related disease. Type 2 is a pancreas-specific disorder not associated with IgG4, with 
similar histological signs as type 1, but also with the positivity of GEL (granulocythic epithelial lesion).
Results. Therapy: Due to its high effectivity in AIP treatment, steroid therapy is the first-line option. The alternative 
therapy is using immunosuppressants (azathioprine). Recently, there are also first experience in biological therapy 
already published.
Conslusion. Before the start of AIP therapy - the differential diagnosis between pancreatic cancer and AIP is essential.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic pancreatitis is an inflammatory process, dur-
ing which the pancreatic parenchyma is replaced with 
fibrotic tissue. This morphological change leads to ir-
reversible destruction of both the exocrine and the en-
docrine glandular pancreatic parenchyma. The terminal 
point of these changes is exocrine and endocrine pan-
creatic insufficiency. The literature on the incidence and 
prevalence of chronic pancreatitis in not voluminous and 
time trends in incidence rates are lacking. The study in 
Copenhagen area in the 1970’s reported an e incidence 
of 6.9 - 10.0 new cases per 100 000 inhabitants per year1

 

In the Cantabria region of Spain between 1981 and 1991 
the incidence was found to be 14 per 100000 per year, 
of which 80% were alcohol induced2. In 2002, Lankisch 
and co-workers published their results of chronic pancre-
atitis incidence in the region of Northern Germany. The 
incidence in the period 1988 to 1995 was 6.4 per 100000 
per year3,4. In 2001, Dite and co-workers reported an in-
cidence of 7.9/100000/year in the Czech Republic and 
the incidence was similar to thatof other European coun-
tries /France, Denmark Germany, Hungary/. The highest 

incidence of chronic pancreatitis, 23/100000/year, was 
found in Finland5. Some studies have found a serious in-
crease in the number of patients admitted to hospital with 
chronic pancreatitis, e.g. in the UK an increase of 100% 
from 1989/90 to 1999/2000 was documented6 (Table 1). 
Japan also registered an increase in prevalence from 28.5 
to 32.9/100000 and from 5.4 to 5.7/100000/year during 
the period 1994 to 1999 (ref.6). 

In 2001, the TIGAR-O classification system of etiologi-
cal factors for chronic pancreatitis was published7. This 
system is based on the mechanism of injury of pancreatic 
tissue, and it addresses the risk, etiology, and complexity 
of the disease. Chronic pancreatitis is a complex disorder 
that may involve the interaction of two or more environ-
mental or genetic factors. The TIGAR-O model addresses 
this potential synergistic role of multiple risk factors in 
a single individual with chronic pancreatitis and allows 
assessment of the contributory level of each of the in-
teracting risk factors. Although the critical information 
about different forms of chronic pancreatitis is not fully 
available, the TIGAR-O system lays the foundation for 
further advancement in the field. The major categories 
include toxic-metabolic (T), idiopathic (I), genetic (G), 
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are among the most commonly affected extrapancreatic 
organs16-20 (Table 2).

The most frequent clinical symptom in type 1 AIP is 
obstructive jaundice. In patients with AIP type 2 features 
typical for acute or chronic pancreatitis can be occasion-
ally seen. IgG4 elevation is very rare in type 2 AIP, but 
very frequent (about 80%) in patients with type 1 AIP. 
Association between inflammatory bowel disease, pri-
mary biliary cirrhosis and AIP is connected with type 2 
AIP. In contrast, type 1 AIP is combined with extrapan-
creatic manifestations, as are IgG4 sclerosing cholangi-
tis, sialoadenitis, retroperitoneal fibrosis, etc.21 (Table 3). 
According to the TIGAR-O classification system7 AIP can 
be subdivided into isolated and syndromic subgroups with 
syndromic AIP being associated with inflammatory bowel 
disease and primary biliary cirrhosis21. In our sample of 
patients with AIP, we also identified IgG4 mastitis and 
Mikulicz syndrome (Table 4). 

DIAGNOSIS 

Asian consensus criteria (Table 5) and/or HISORt 
criteria of AIP (table 6) are generally accepted22-24. The 
problem with the Japanese Diagnostic Criteria is a lower 
sensitivity (80%) and specificity (87%) than HISORt cri-
teria (92% sensitivity and 97% specificity) (ref.25).

Five cardial feature of AIP are as follows:
– pancreatic histology 
– serology 
– imaging of pancreatic parenchyma and duct 

Table 1. Incidence of Chronic Pancreatitis. 

Country Incidence

Switzerland 1.2/100 000/year
Poland 4.0/100 000/year
Germany 7.4/100 000/year
Czech Rep. 7.9/100 000/year
Hungary 8.0/100 000/year
Denmark 10.0/100 000/year
Sweden 10.0/100 000/year
Finland 23.0/100 000/year
United States 5.7-7.6/100 000/year

Table 2. Autoimmune pancreatitis – subtypes.

Type 1 
Lymphoplasmatic sclerosing 
pancreatitis (LPSP)

– periductal lymphoplasmat-
ic infiltrates

– high amount IgG4
– positive plasma cells
– swirling fibrosis
– obliterative venulitis

Type 2
Idiopathic duct-centric pan-
creatitis (IDCP)
„non-alcoholic duct destruc-
tive pancreatitis“

– ductal epithelial granulo-
cytic infiltration

– ductal damage
– obliteration

autoimmune (A), recurrent severe acute pancreatitis (R), 
and obstructive (O) mechanisms. 

In 1961, Sarles and co-workers described the idiopath-
ic form of pancreatitis with minimal subjective symptoms, 
obstructive jaundice and hypergammaglobulinemia and 
they were the first to suspect an autoimmune process as 
an etiological factor8. In 1995, Yoshida and co-workers 
described a patient with obstructive jaundice, with dif-
fusely enlarged pancreas, irregular pancreatic duct and 
hypergammaglobulinemia. The pancreatic biopsy revealed 
pancreatic fibrosis. The symptoms resolved after steroid 
therapy. The term “AUTOIMMUNE PANCREATITIS” 
was used for the first time9. Recent knowledge supports 
the concept of autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) as a unique 
clinical entity within putative IgG4 systemic diseases. The 
pathogenetic mechanisms remain unclear10 , but autoim-
mune etiology is presumed. 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Epidemiological data on AIP is still very poor. A na-
tionwide study in Japan estimated the prevalence of AIP 
to be 0.82 per 100 000 habitants11, when diagnostic crite-
ria for AIP proposed by the Japanese Pancreas Society in 
2002 were used12. AIP is at least twice as common in men 
as in women. The onset of the disease is typical in patients 
over 55 years of age11,13,14. The incidence of AIP appears to 
have risen in last few years - from 2.0 to 4.0 in our series. 
 
Clinical feature 
– mild abdominal symptoms 
– occasional presence of obstructive jaundice 
– high level of serum gammaglobulin IgG and IgG4 
– presence of non-specific antibodies 
– diffuse enlargement of the pancreas (“sausage-like”), 

in CT scan with capsule-like low density rim 
– diffuse irregular of pancreatic duct on ERCP 
– histomorphologically lymphocyte and IgG4-positive 

plasmacyte infiltration and fibrosis, obliterative phle-
bitis 

– association with extrapancreatic lesions 
– responsibility to steroid therapy 

HISTOLOGY 

Histopathological features support the hypothesis of 
two histological and clinical subtypes of AIP (ref.14,15). 

The histological pattern in type 1 is identical to the 
classic description of the disease and is associated with 
the histological pattern known as lymphoplasmatic scle-
rosing pancreatitis - LPSP. Typical histological signs are 
dense periductal lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates, swirling 
fibrosis, obliterative venulitis and IgG4 tissue positivity. 
The main serological marker is elevation of serum im-
munoglobulin IgG4. Type-1 AIP is considered to be a 
part of IgG4-associated systemic disease for which ex-
trapancreatic involvement is typical. The bile ducts, kid-
neys, salivary glands, retroperitoneum and mediastinum 
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Table 3. Comparison of type 1 and type 2 AIP. 

Type 1 AIP Type 2 AIP

Mean Age Sixth decade Fourth decade

Gender Predominantly male Equal

Histological pattern Lymphoplasmacytic sclerosing pancreatitis Duct-destructive pancreatitis

Histological signs Periductal lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates
Swirling fibrosis
Obliterative venulitis

Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates
Granulocyte epithelial lesions with partial/
complete duct obstruction (GEL)

IgG4 cells on immunostaining Moderate-severe (98%) Moderate (40%) in one study

Serum IgG4 levels  Elevated Normal

Other organ involvement Sclerosing sialadenitis, IgG4-associated 
cholangitis, retroperitoneal fibrosis, IgG4-
associated tubulointerstitial nephritis, pneu-
monitis, prostatitis, IgG4 mastitis

Inflammatory bowel disease 
Primary biliary cirrhosis

Table 4. AIP with extrapancreatic lesions (n=13). 

Gender Age Concomitant autoimmune disease 

Male 36 IgG4 sclerosing cholangitis 

Male 43 Sialadenitis 

Male 53 Sjögren sy 

Female 54 Sjögren sy, autoimmune hepatitis 

Male 56 autoimmune hepatitis 

Male 32 autoimmune hepatitis 

Female 55 primary biliary cirrhosis 

Male 51 IBD 

Male 46 Xxx 

Female 33 Xxx 

Female 58 IgG4 positive mastitis, sialadenitis 

Female 55 IgG4 sclerosing cholangitis

Male 49 IgG4 sclerosing cholangitis

Table 5. Clinical diagnostic criteria for AIP 2006.

1. Diffuse or segmental narrowing of the MPD with ir-
regular wall and diffuse or localized enlargement of the 
pancreas by imaging studies, such as abdominal US, CT, 
and magnetic resonance. 

2. High serum γ-globulin, IgG, or IgG4, or the presence of 
autoantibodies such as antinuclear antibodies and rheu-
matoid factor. 

3. Marked interlobular fibrosis and prominent infiltration 
of lymphocytes and plasma cells in the periductal area, 
occasionally with lymphoid follicles in the pancreas. 

Diagnosis of AIP is established when criterion 1 and cri-
terion 2 and/or 3 are fulfilled. However, it is necessary to 
exclude malignant diseases. 

– other organ involvement 
– response to steroid therapy 

Diagnostic biopsy with histological examination is usu-
ally sufficient for the diagnosis of type 1 of AIP and is a 
mandatory procedure in the differential diagnosis between 
AIP and pancreatic cancer26-28. Sausage-like enlargement 
of the gland in CT imaging and/or endosonography is 
present in more than 50% of patients with AIP. Dynamic 
CT and MRI show delayed enhancement of the swollen 
pancreas, in some patients forming a “capsule-like rim“ 
surrouding the pancreas. ERCP, better than MRCP, shows 
diffuse narrowing of the pancreatic duct with some ir-
regularities. Positron emission tomography /PET/ does 
not play any role in diagnostic work- up25. In the case 

of typical histology, serological positivity of IgG4, other 
organ involvement and typical imaging in CT or EUS, 
the diagnosis of autoimmune pancreatitis is most certain. 
Narrowed pancreatic duct, enlarged gland with sausage-
like shape, elevation of serum IgG4 and/or compatible 
histology are typical for AIP type 1. Other serological 
markers are less specific but rheumatoid factor or high 
titres of ANA may also be present11,29. In AIP-type 2, IgG4 
cells on immunostaining are usually absent and IgG4 se-
rum level is usually normal. Histological hallmarks are 
lymphoplasmatic infiltration and granulocyte epithelial 
lesions with partial or complete duct obstruction - duct-
centric destructive pancreatitis /IDCP/. The wall of the 
duct is usually infiltrated with neutrophils, lymphocytes 
and plasma cells with involvement of the duct epithelium 
and lumen. The ductal lesions are called GEL - granulo-
cyte epithelial lesion13,14.

Accurate diagnosis of the AIP-type 2 requires core 
biopsy of the gland. Patients with type 1 are typically 
males with a mean age in the sixth decade. Patients with 
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AIP type 2 tend to be younger with a mean age in the 
forth decade and with equal gender distribution14. From 
a practical point of view, the distinction between the AIP 
subtypes will help in clarifying the clinical features, patho-
genesis and natural history of disease. 

THERAPY

Most patients with AIP respond well to steroid thera-
py29,30. Corticosteroids reduce inflammation and restore 
both digestive enzymes and HCO3 secretion in patients 
with AIP by regenerating acinar cells and correcting 
CFTR localization in pancreatic duct cells, mislocalized 
to the cytoplasm of duct cells31,32. For the induction of 
remission in type 1 AIP, a dose of 30-40 mg for 2 weeks 
is generally recommended11,30. The dose of steroids is ta-
pered by 5 mg per two weeks. The total time of therapy 
is usually 6-12 months. The monitoring of clinical and 
biochemical status is essential. Only in a few patients with 
obstructive jaundice, short-term biliary stent insertion is 
indicated11. The relapse of AIP can be seen in about ap-
proximately 30% of the patients with AIP. In AIP relapse 
(after the steroid therapy), a combination of steroids 
(1 mg/kg) with azathioprine (2 mg/kg) for 12 weeks is rec-
ommended33. A new drug, which was reported to induce 
remission is the CD2O antipody, ritiximab. Preliminary 
results with this drug are promising34.

Reliable data on treating AIP type 2 are scarce but ste-
roid use appears to be preferred and is effective. Whether 
AIP predisposes to pancreatic cancer is not known but 
case-report studies of pancreatic cancer complicating AIP 
have been published27,28. 

DISCUSION

Current research on AIP focuses on the pathogenesis 
of the disease. Genetic factors of AIP, humoral immunity 
and target antigens of cellular immunity and effector cells 
and the role of microbial infection (H.pylori infection 
and molecular mimicry) are being intensively studied35. 
Okazaki and co-workers11 hypothesised that the patho-
genesis of AIP involves a biphasic mechanism consisting 
of “induction” and “progression”. In the early stage, the 
initial response to self-antigens (antilactoferrin, carbonic 
anhydrase II, pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor and 
alfa-fodrin) and molecular mimicry are induced by a de-
crease in naïve regulatory T-cells (Tregs) and T-helper 
(Th1) cells mediated release of proinflammatory cyto-
kines. In the chronic stage, progression is supported by 
increase in memory Tregs (regulatory T cells) and Th2 
immune responses. The complement system pathway may 
be activated by the IgG1 complex. A model published by 
Chari´s group from Rochester, USA is similar and con-
siders IgG4 to be related to the differentiation phase of 
Treg function. During the evolution of AIP, Treg activity 
may be related to specific amino acid substitution of HLA 
class II. IgG1 immune complex may be related to IgG4-
negative and granulocyte epithelial lesion (GEL)-positive 

AIP/idiopathic duct-centric pancreatitis IDCP. The IgG4 
immune complex may correlate with IgG4-positive and 
GEL-negative AIP. Further research is necessary to con-
firm the cellular model of AIP. In 2008, Kamisawa et 
al.36 proposed a new clinicopathological entity – IgG4 
related sclerosing disease (IgG4–RSC) (ref.35). The clini-
cal manifestation of this systemic disease is different and 
related to the fragmentary involvement of the pancreas, 
liver, bile duct, salivary gland, kidney and lung37.Typical 
for this disease is abundant IgG4 positive plasma cells 
and T–lymphocyte organ infiltration38,39. Masaoki et al. 
extended the IgG–RSC complex into an even more exten-
sive clinical entity – IgG4–positive multiorgan lymphop-
roliferative syndrome (IgG4–MOLPS). This syndrome 
includes inflammatory pseudotumors (liver, breast, lung, 
Mikulicz´s syndrome, intestinal fibrosis and autoimmune 
hypophysitis). Sjögren syndrom is not considered a part 
of IgG4-MOLPS (ref.40). 

In 2009 experts from Europe, Japan, Korea and USA 
met in Honolulu to describe the entity of AIP (ref.41). The 

Table 6. HISORt criteria of AIP.

Category Criteria

A. Histology 1. Diagnostic (any one):
a) Pancreatic histology showing 

periductal lymphoplasmacytic 
infiltrate with obliterative hlebitis 
(LPSP)

b) Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with 
abundant (>10 cells/hpf) IgG4 
positive cells in the pancreas

2. Supportive (any one)
a) Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with 

abundant (>10 cells/hpf) IgG4 
positive cells in involved extra-
pancreatic organ

b) Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate with 
fibrosis in the pancreas

B. Imaging Typical imaging features:
1. CT/MR: diffusely enlarged gland with 

delayed (rim) endhancement
2. ERCP: Diffusely irregular, attenuated 

main pancreatic duct 
Atypical Imaging Features: Pancreatitis, 
focal pancreatic mass, focal pancreatic 
duct stricture, pancreatic atrophy, pancre-
atic calcification 

C. Serology Elevated serum IgG4 level 
(normal 8-140 mg/dL)

D. Other Organ 
involvement

Hilar/intrahepatic biliary strictures, 
persistent distal biliary stricture, Parotid/
lacrimal gland involvement, Mediastinal 
lymphadenopathy, Retroperitoneal 
fibrosis 

E. Response 
to steroid 
therapy

Resolution/marked improvement of 
pancreatic/extrapancreatic manifestation 
with steroid therapy
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Honolulu Consensus Document characterized AIP as a 
pancreatitis, which has unique histopathologic features 
allowing it to be distinguished from other forms of chronic 
pancreatitis, and with histopathological correlates of 2 
distinct forms of AIP. The last international consensus 
- diagnostic criteria consensus, published in 2011 (ref.42) 
recognizes the spectrum of AIP as we know it today. In 
2011 the criteria of the Japan Pancreas Society (HISORTs 
criteria) together with Korean, Asian, Italian and 
Mannheim criteria, led to the International Consensus 
Diagnostic Criteria for autoimmune pancreatitis. 

The diagnostic criteria were separated into two levels. 
In level 1, the typical criterion is a diffuse enlargement of 
the pancreas with delayed enhancement. In the pancreatic 
duct, there is a typical sign- in more than 1/3 the length 
of the main pancreatic duct, there are multiple strictures 
without marked upstream dilatation. 

Elevation of IgG4 >2x upper normal value
The diagnosis of AIP typically includes involment of 

other organs with histological changes-lymphoplasmatic 
infiltration with fibrosis and without granulocytic infil-
tration with storiform fibrosis, obliterative flebitis and 
an abundance of IgG4 positive cells-more than 10 cells 
/ HPF. At least 3 of the pancreatic histological signs are 
typical for the diagnosis. An alternative to histological 
changes is the presence of typical radiological markers 
which are a segmental proximal or multiple proximal or 
proximal and distal bile duct stricture and retroperitoneal 
fibrosis. 

In the histology of pancreas at least 3 of the following 
markers are relevant: 
– periductal lymphoplasmatic infiltrate without GEL 
– obliterative flebitis 
– storiform fibrosis 
– abundant IgG4 positive cells 

The important diagnostic criterion is the response to 
steroid therapy, when radiologically it is possible to dem-
onstrate the resolution or improvement in pancreatic and 
extrapancreatic manifestation. 

For level 2 the criteria for AIP- there are no typical 
markers, for example no diffuse enlargement. The sign is 
segmental or focal enlargement of pancreatic parenchyma. 
Other signs are symmetrically enlarged salivary/lacrimal 
glands, renal involvement described in association with 
AIP, segmental or focal narrowing of the pancreatic duct 
without marked upstream dilatation (duct size <5.0 mm). 
There is no doubt, that autoimmune pancreatitis is still 
a challenge for pancreatologists, endoscopists, surgeons, 
histopathologists, immunologists and radiologists and it is 
a “hot topic” in internal medicine. Type 1 AIP is the pan-
creatic manifestation of the multiorgan syndrome-IgG4 
related disease (called also MOLPS - MultiOrgan Lympho 
Proliferative Syndrome). Relapses of AIP type 1 can be 
prevented using immunomodulators or biological agents. 
Type 2 autoimmunepancreatitis is a distinct disease en-
tity with some markers common to type 1 AIP. AIP type 
2 responds promptly to steroid therapy and subsequent 
relapse is uncommon43,44. 

CONCLUSION 

1) Autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP) is a distinct form 
of pancreatitis. Currently, two forms of AIP have been de-
scribed - Lymphoplasmatic sclerosing pancreatitis (LPSP) 
and Idiopathic duct-centric pancreatitis (IDCP). 

2) Clinically LPSP appears to be the pancreatic mani-
festation of the group of systemic diseases-IgG4 related 
disease. IDCP does not appear to be a systemic disease. 

3) The main acute clinical symptoms are obstruc-
tive jaundice and pancreatic swelling (focal or diffuse). 
Typical pancreatic pain is very rare. 

 4) Diagnostic criteria for AIP. 
– changes in pancreatic parenchyma and pancreatic duct 

(CT/MRI,MRCP,ERCP) 
– high plasma levels of IgG, IgG4 and ANA 
– histopathology of the pancreas 
– steroid therapy response 

5) Differential diagnosis between pancreatic tumor 
and AIP is essential. Endosonographically guided pan-
creatic biopsy is recommended. 

ABBREVIATIONS

AIP, Autoimmune pancreatitis; GEL, granulocyte epi-
thelial lesions; IDCP, Idiopathic duct-centric pancreatitis; 
IgG4 + MOLPS, IgG4-positive multiorgan lymphopro-
liferative syndrome; IgG4-RSC, IgG4 related sclerosing 
disease; LPSP, Lymphoplasmatic sclerosing pancreatitis. 
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